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IF NOT, NOT

Chris Campanioni
In the beginning was the word, or the flesh? And was the flesh made
word or the word made flesh?
My phone tells me it needs more space. It’s not me, I’m thinking, it’s
you. But my phone doesn’t elaborate, it only repeats the command.
Every two days, at a quarter after three, at half past six. It exhorts.
It makes demands. It tells me I haven’t been backed up in forty-six
days. In forty-seven. It makes me feel like I’m living on the edge of
the world, like 1989, or The Cure. Not backing up, not being backed
up; what else can you do but slip forward?
Flesh feels and is felt. The Museum of Feeling had a brief but
impressionable (naturally) run, from November 24 to December
15 last year, when it first opened on Vesey Street in 2015. Long
lines and abrupt closings characterized the opening, along with the
invitation to “float through the feeling of calm on a lavender cloud.”
I was one of the ones who was waiting on line. I’m still waiting
on line. The Museum of Feeling re-opens later this month, on
view until December 15, this time reflecting—according to its
brochures and advertisements and its achromatic website, “New
York’s ever-changing mood in vivid color.”
In class today, I tell students that the equivalent of losing your smart
phone is losing your mind. The dream of the Internet: my brain as
the screen. Text like a broken skyline. A little later, a student asks me
what the point was—really—of cutting my face out from the photos
since the photos had oversaturated the Internet years ago. She says,
“If everyone already knows what you look like, isn’t erasing your
face sort of meaningless?” And then she cites Sia, who hides her face
behind a wig on stage, even though she’s often recognized on the
street. And then she cites Hannah Montana, who lives a double life as
Miley Stewart in order to remain anonymous within the sepulcher of
celebrity, the evenings she spends performing on stage as a teen pop
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sensation. And then I cite the 1993 film starring Mel Gibson called
The Man Without a Face. Except Gibson’s character, Justin McLeod,
has a face, it’s just badly burned, disfigured, unsightly. He hasn’t
disappeared; he’s been forgotten. The more subversive act, I guess,
wouldn’t have been to cut my face out from photos. It would have
been to disfigure my face in real life.
Would that have been real art? I thought, thinking also about floating
through a lavender cloud. The possibilities of tomorrow. But I didn’t
ask her, I only imagined the faces blown up and mutated during
World War I’s mustard gas attacks, during World War II’s atomic
bombings. And, Karlheinz Stockhausen, half a century later, who
called the destruction of the World Trade Center “the greatest work
of art ever.” And did I believe any of it? Or is the point the possibility
itself, that life could be the greatest work of art, and its failed annihilation,
captured and set on canvas, could be the greatest testament of that?
“You should write the sequel,” I told her, after class, thinking about
re-writing Death of Art but mostly about re-contextualizing Hannah
Montana, Miley Cyrus, twerking, the Disney Channel, and probably
even Mel Gibson, whom no one really cares about anymore. Whom
no one ever watches. But that is also the point. If someone can so easily
vanish, they can also be reclaimed, redeemed, reanimated with just
a word on a page, the act of transcribing the subject or self. The way
I feel so close to you as I write this; the way I remember you any time
I care to open the book, re-read a line or lines. The way you might
remember me, too, and remember me differently each time you look
in me, and look away.
My parents don’t have any childhood photos. They were each too poor
to own a camera, too poor to develop a photograph.
When I was child, my mother gave me a faded rectangular box
with Scotch-taped edges and black-inked signatures on the yellowed
bottom. I recognized her maiden name but couldn’t make out the
years scribbled below the name in marker, because the black sharpie
blurred into the cardboard, from touch or time or just technique,
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the way an object or subject can blur into the background in a photograph,
a quality achieved by adjusting the camera’s aperture and shutter speed.
Inside the box was a manila envelope and inside the envelope were
rolls of negatives, stacked and stored in small black canisters.
I’ve never had them developed. I rather like to think of them in their
blacked out brilliance, an image burned for posterity yet never made
public. The best of both worlds, I think now, still thinking about
what it means to inject yourself into your own art, your private
experience as public communion, and how that self-contradiction
or seesaw between selfishness and self-effacement, narcissism and
empathy, is resolved the moment we consider what unavoidably
occurs when we heighten anything; to be blown up means to be
magnified; also: to erase the traces you’d ever existed. A negative
doesn’t have to choose between distribution or death, arrested
in a pose of permanence that has nothing to do with the world it
captures, the world it situates itself in or which situates it.
Reading I Love Dick on the subway means more than the pleasure
of entering a stranger’s thoughts in public. The book becomes the
caption to the woman holding it. And while countless students relate
their experiences of harassment on the train, or in the library, or at
the copier, I thought about the caption that appears, like a sign from
God or the god in the machine.
Should I have backed up my phone? I think, leaving class, bolting
down the stairs, exiting Pace through revolving doors as the same
message pops up, revolves, reorients my fingers, the rhythm I’d
achieved in the last minute altered but also informed, as though
I would be nothing if not for being constantly reminded how
tenuous all this really is: the moment of making and its immediate
retrieval from obsolescence—which depends on so much, a red wheelbarrow or whatever it is I’m looking at when you’re looking at this.
Language makes things fictional as it brings us closer to ourselves,
the convergence of two things we’d otherwise consider oppositional.
Whatever it is I wish to put into you.
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Putting the fantasy of self into another body, another’s blood and
breath and intellect.
And yet everything worth seeing is being shot off-screen. A song
that samples itself. Nonlinear, discontinuous, dislocated; the cinematic synchronicity of a cup of milk being sipped in slow-motion.
(It became clear that there were other actors in the film.)
I thought about them, all the others, all the actors in other films;
actors, and models, and journalists; characters in other books, other stories and poems, and where are they now? Former colleagues
seen scavenging in dumpsters, probably looking for the love letters
of neighbors. Which were written by me.
Friendships always ended with disappearances, suicides, or accidental deaths. Burn-outs, and a constant feeling like burning. A constant feeling like being burnt from the inside out, the way a photo
has to burn, a little bit, under the red light, in the dark room, so it
can grow.
A gaping double door. a mouth, a port of entry. In Pietrasanta’s village square, near one of the many entrances to the Piazza del Duomo, there’s an enormous mirror missing everything but its frame.
Steps lead up to the mirror, the glass-less panel, so that you can walk
through from one side to the other, as though you were emerging
through a pane or picture, as though you were entering another
plane. I never considered that the mirror could actually be a window
until much later, long after I left Italy, when I was looking through
photographs of the frame, the people passing through, the moment
of passage I’d captured inside my own or
(The waning moon is shining above the stoplight at 34th and Seventh and its crescent against the purple blue sky and the eyes of taxis, and buses, and passersby looks so staged as I write this. As though
it were put there for a purpose. But of course it was.)
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that it could have been both, a window and a mirror. A room with a
view—of ourselves.
Someone I loved very much, or believed I loved, texts me as I type
this.
“If you want to see me again, tell me. If not, not.”
We saw each other the day before. The night before. I can’t remember and anyway it’s my translation, which is to say it’s always a cross
between what she said and what it was I wanted her to say, which was
this:
Did you know that Thomas Hardy looked up a word in the dictionary because he wasn’t sure that it existed, only to find that he himself was the only
citation for its usage? Or that a seascape by Henri Matisse was hung upside
down in the MoMA, and left like that for a month and a half? That Dolley
Madison decided to abandon all her personal belongings in the White House
while it was burning so that she might save a full-length portrait of George
Washington instead? That unbeknownst to Dolley, the portrait was a reproduction of Gilbert Stuart’s original? A copy, a counterfeit. It never really
matters whether something is true or false, the real or the replica, the intention or an accident, only if one believes it. And you believe it, don’t you? That
we had come so close to each other at a moment in our lives, that we forced
ourselves to believe it … Who cares if it wasn’t real? That we’d imagined it,
that we’d willed it into being? If it isn’t real, it will always be.
And sometime after:
One hundred and sixteen thousand. (pause) One hundred and sixteen thousand museumgoers ambled over Le Bateau and no one said a thing.
It reminded me of something I’d heard before, although I forgot
who’d said it. “All sorrows can be borne if you put them into a story.”
And sometimes it works like that, in reverse, or from the inside-out:
fictionalizing the real so that the real can take on a level of intensity that was lacking in the first place. Something that didn’t vanish,
or was forgotten. Something that hadn’t existed before. You ask for
information on the street as if this were still the Cold War. Skin re8

treats back from strangers’ faces like a rubber band.
Pythagoras said that one should never allow the impression of one’s
body to remain in the bedclothes after arising, but I think it’s just
the opposite. What’s the point of living if we aren’t leaving imprints
of our life, sweat and stench and detritus? Language loosely laid out
like love.
The fantasy of last words
The fantasy of lost words
Conceptual artist On Kawara began his twelve-year project I Went
on June 1, 1968. Every day, for nearly 4,400 days, Kawara used a red
line to trace each of his daily trips from their starting point on a
black and white photocopy of a map which became a network of
tangled patterns, matrix of a body in circulation, names of the cities
etched almost as an afterthought, in gray. I remember saying softly, to myself: He knows that bodies don’t always have borders. That
what you see is not always
What you get, that the insides always outlast the outside. Chris
Krause thought the only way to truly understand things is through
case studies. Susan Sontag thought that—for the first time in human
history, writing in the Sixties—sex had become less about knowing
about a person and more about the act of knowing one’s self.
I think the fact of a body’s velocity is what makes it attractive. You
need to know my body will move for you to want to move over it.
Sometimes the body has to be told how to move. Sometimes the
body has to be held, to hold
			
This deeper inside of me, to
hold you as I hold my own memory of me in you. What movies have
you seen? What books have you been reading? Who have you been
with? I mean in what ways have you been intimate? Sex has more in
common with reading than masturbation, except reading delivers on
the promise that sex suggests but so hardly ever achieves: complete
communion with the other. Claudia Rankine said something like
the coincidences you find between what you’re reading and what
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you’re thinking could be a form of dreaming. I think chance and
what we call coincidence has a lot to do with coherence, how something coheres, and metaphysics even more; hereafter, reading makes
the flesh manifest. Writing makes flesh memory.
To be that body, beside the bed, beneath the sheets, under another
kind of sheet, inside a skin, over a screen, to be that body after consummation and communion and especially before, even to be that
body for a second, for half a second, for the space between the second
and the second breath, for the breath itself, even for a syllable, for
the quick drip of saliva as it leaves one’s lips, as it’s sucked down,
even for a comma or a space without signification, the pause of
recognition or unrecognition or aphasia, even for the blink of an
eye, even for the time it takes for a lash to fall from the eyelid, for the
lash to fall to a cheek. To be that body.
A receptive self in all senses from the age of twenty-two on or even
earlier, parsed and probed, postulated, presented to strangers,
to those I will never know and who will never know me, so many
provisional portraits and all of this within a slim laptop, or the way
my breast can beat, on its own, after such duress. Event rising, event
falling, the flood of event and its encounter with blood and bone—I
dislike conventions, I like using commas, it comes to the question,
What is being modified? The point is I want to modify everything.
A stranger once told me the reclaiming of autonomy over my own
body and how it’s used was the most striking thing about my work.
And I wanted to tell them that some of us don’t have the choice.
A stranger once told me that my work was nice on the tongue and in
the ear but how come your images are so often so coarse? I wanted
to say, you treat me like trash and I present you with what you’ve
given me: trash, I give it back to you, as beauty.
A stranger once told me they will not touch you but sometimes they
will touch you. And sometimes they will say things about you or your
body, things which you should take in admiration, because it means
you’ve got them by the balls. So to speak. Don’t forget this. You can’t
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and can’t undo it. But why does one have to take it? One can take
something and give something back.
So you adapt or become adept at making alternative moves, detours,
zigzags, a dérive, quick drift evacuation of history, implementation
of the do-over, the reset button, the three blown breaths of air to
move around whatever you imagine, to make an other to re-make in
your own image, to claim your place even if that place has already
been chosen for you. What comes into view? What erupts or rushes
in when I let go or decide to keep holding myself in the moment of
making for a moment more? Loss made legible through language’s
cleaving, the taken-leave-of or absence when I pause to think about
it, remove myself from myself so as to brush deeper up against it.
Beauty and terror, terror and beauty. May we speak and may we
speak of everything.
Barthes said that the work is “finally always written by a socially
disappointed or powerless group, beyond the battle because of its
historical, economic, political situation; literature is the expression
of this disappointment.” Invisibility has its privileges. Abandoned
or completely unnoticed, a hothouse began to develop within me,
unencumbered by the People Who Mattered & Their Matter-of-Fact
Perspective, cultural tastemakers with singular tastes and gazes:
white on white. Blues culture developed under conditions of oppressive, forced labor and the kind of cultural production I was interested in hollowing out would have to occur under conditions of its
own self-debasement. To qualify: I would have to become a user too,
in order to show how my body was being used in ways that were
already out of my control; I had relinquished it. “So it is that when
crossing borders …” Meena Alexander writes, “I feel a transitoriness
in the self, the need for a febrile translation. And somehow there is a
violent edge to this process of cultural translation.”
At the outset writing only fiction and only in the third-person,
the distant sense of somebody who can’t claim authority or authorship, the voice of somebody who is so used to being silenced.
During workshops in grad school, other students told me that the
story I was working on was good, but not timeless. Why don’t you replace the Cuban protag from Jersey with—I don’t know?—farmboy from Iowa.
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Country kid meets big city, you know? Classic. And that way you can sub
all the dialogue in Spanish with the mom. It’s word for word because I
kept the marks as a kind of memento. The Latino body and its ritual
dispatch and dislocation. Timeless seemed to me like another way to
say without time, removed of all urgency and social exigence, interned
and interred. In response to our survival, there are two options: we
laugh, or we cry. But there are always more than two options, and
remember: it is the ability of an artist to sublimate that makes us
what we are. Casual encounters in public, and unbeknownst to each
face or passing gaze. How to participate in this open-sourced orgy
of experience? How to pull back, how to pivot, how to list and how
to listen? And when to give up? When using yourself as a case study,
notes become the opposite of a storefront’s closing door demand:
everything must stay! And everything
Seems worth writing about,
eventually. And so my ideal reader is not the sympathetic reader
but the one who has refused me; the one who has renounced and
abandoned me.
(Later, [it couldn’t have been earlier] while thinking about possible
titles for this story, I wrote out “I Object” and “Exchange Value” and
“Connect To Cut” [which would have made more sense if I was still
in New Haven, writing this, and not New York] but decided that all
of these were too explicit, and at the same time, too associative. I
didn’t want the meaning to depend on context for a play on words. I
wanted to remake them, to keep playing.)
All texts are viral. All texts are meant to be consumed, assimilated,
shit out. The question becomes: in what order? I try to remember
My gaze, because it changes so often. Each time I care to look, each
day I grow and grow old, each day I change, my gaze changes too.
And I try to hold on to certain ones. I try to remember the way I look
when I am looking at you.
(While you are reading this I am in the café across the street, getting us breakfast, looking at the person behind the register like I’ve
seen her elsewhere, on the Internet or my dreams.)
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What does it mean to offer a kiss on the edge of vomit? The air pushing out of my mouth when I want—desire or just desire
						To spit out, dispel, exhale so
as to keep from choking? I bought more storage on the cloud so I
could finish this. So I could cap it off and consider where I’m going
or where I’ve been. So sad, I think, to think about buying, when one
has already been bought and sold for so long, when one is so tired
of being a point of purchase or a vein of display. How many things
there are in this world that I do not want, Socrates said strolling
through a marketplace somewhere in Athens and I know because
I’ve read it somewhere else and because this being so, I also feel it,
recalled in the flesh as when I pretend to be outside of it, when I
pretend to be inside of you.
I’ve taken to wearing a mask at night. It has a tendency of falling off.
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AUTHOR NOTE
As the first words suggest, I am interested in exploring the connection
between language & the body, & the embodiment of self through
language. As a first-generation American & the son of two immigrants
from vastly different cultures, I have always tried to empower my
hybridity through the migratory form of the work itself. In those
breaks, gaps, ruptures on the page, the reader has a choice whether
to play the game or make their own. If Not, Not.
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PREDISPOSED
Sarah Cooper

“It is so hard when someone sees something you do not want
them to see.” –Maura, Transparent
She labors acres: butterbeans, watermelon, potatoes,
corn, tomatoes, cucumber, okra, peaches,
blueberries, zucchini, squash, apples, muscadines, pumpkin,
turnips, radishes, wax beans, collards, kale and cabbage.
She has harvested, preserved, and canned
for eighty-eight years (fifty-five on this land.)
Today my grandmother sits on a taupe sofa, near a woman
who pats her knee, smiles before her punch lines.
They chuckle over a morning spent trout fishing
lines spooled over the Chattooga River, packs of crackers
misplaced in currents, river rocks still in their pockets.
I want to know if they kiss. Do they grasp hands, wedding bands
years removed, fingers curled
like fern tendrils, just brushed. Do they cry:
their husbands, decades gone? Is that why
they cling together? How do they hold each other
when the labor is over, when lines have been reeled?
I want to know they are becoming. Is this a queerness
I have always been? I want her there: fold my hand
in her lap, eyes forward, fingertips caressing my knuckles.
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AUTHOR NOTE
In nature, hybridity is the result of human interference: we devise
a combination in the hopes of making something better. So, can’t
we push that concept into how we handle identity and its relationship
to intersectionality? “Predisposed” imagines that potential: a
relationship where concepts of kinship are void. This poem was
written after walking my grandmother’s property. We sat in her
living room and while chatting a woman walked in. I could feel the
energy lift in the room. It was a privilege to be allowed to witness
the care and attention they supplied one another. These moments
caused me to question the vast nature of queerness and admire the
ways in which queer spaces open and close simultaneously.
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THE DARKNESS TURNS BRIGHT
Juliet Cook and j/j hastain

“immaculate” the mother
thought while she was wiping up
spilled milk. Her breast milk
caused spiders to grow,
create larger more detailed webs
than the ones the children read about
in National Geographic’s. A yelp
comes out of the corner,
then turns into a coroner’s report,
a facile net to be used for exoneration
of the truth. How did she get pregnant
or is she just dripping out
another poisonous tale. Spinning through
immaculate corrections. All of her drafts
floating wildly in the wind, trying to
change the clouds into colors that don’t exist
so she can see what’s not really there. She is
going for hope with long stems, spiraling
thresholds of skeins growing and turning
into more
milk ducts and tensile
she says to herself “I am”
and the words “tired this morning” come
echoing back from an inhabitant talking gently
to her from within her walls
until the tinsel gets bloody
saturated with arabesque notions
and unforeseen
lights.
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SHE SAYS TO HERSELF "I AM"
Juliet Cook and j/j hastain
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APOTHEOSIS OF A DISORDERED MOUTH
After Natalie Diaz

Jennifer E. Hudgens
Born without a sound or tongue—
you fell in love with silence.
Don’t speak too soon—don’t promise
to keep the noise down.
There was never a god in the flicker—
faulty fluorescent lights, they could smell your
disembodiment from the bathroom floor.
The way you fell in love too easily with boys—
cars—girls—and guitars, a ratchet jaw’d—
con artist who’d hold your grief hostage.
The big empty you’ve become—
the bottles of diet pills you stash.
You can kiss strangers until they learn to swallow—
they will swallow you whole.
Pray against the backdrop of 3am—
a full refrigerator will fuck you sideways.
Drool fool hardy on a black and silver rosary—
your sour belly and acid tongue.
Would you kiss the porcelain holy—then?
Then, confuse your sex with gift or consolation?
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Who wants to kiss—
to fall in love with a body like yours?
All hours you spent making
madness into logic and panic into calm.
You—can—say, NO.
You don’t have to pray to any god.
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MINIMALISM
Gregory Kimbrell

The children stole her face. But as she knows,
the young play out only crude fantasies, while
a woman possessing no face may hide herself
in plain sight, among others without anything
to display and so who might as well be ghosts.
She wears various synthetic faces produced to
resemble the spotted face of the snow lynx or
the black, velvety face of the leopard, and she
occasionally even borrows the reptilian masks
of imperials lost in their eternal drugged sleep.
Through the colored lenses covering her eyes,
she studies the identical faces of the men and
women who become her lovers. She feels like
a thief herself, for the warm shadows that fall
across her body are not really her possessions.
So, she pursues the children, divining the way
through the dim, mazelike lower levels, where
the crimson gases stain her tongue and voices
mingle with the incessant hissing of the caged
arthropods slaughtered by desperate denizens.
But down here, everybody wears masks made
from the faces of people up above, and she is
no longer entirely sure that she actually wants
her original face or whether she is satisfied by
merely following the familiar stench of blood.
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AUTHOR NOTE
A gay man whose gayness borders on asexuality, I’ve often been
passed over by other gay men as though I had nothing worthwhile
to offer. Of course, I’ve probably been spared disappointing relationships because of that, but it’s hard to shake the feeling that I’m
an imposter in gay clothing.
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REDE, RITE, APOTHEOSIS (SCRIMPED,
SCRAPED, SCRIPTED)
Liz Tetu

boy’s a god
lover
boy’s a sex
appeal for reconsideration
since he came out
as a man
there’s no more passing as queer
HALBERSTAM 26
though at night, poor boy, he still likes
people.
to be used, spent.
PAYNE 59
boy’s an education
half his life
able to read for ten of those years
took material magic only to get
fictitious elements
OTTO 168
meanwhile video games had
15 all along
FLANAGAN & NISSENBAUM 33-4
narrative’s his favorite
hardware’s his façade
hundred-dollar gadget
23

digital magic
boy’s a
poor white gamer
aromantic trans academic
servant of all the goddesses
IT & THEM & ZE & HER &
FAE & HIR & HIM &
I
read bodies & write scripts &
play characters up to immortality
nearest thing to gods

work slighted
FLANAGAN, mary and NISSENBAUM, helen. values at play in
digital games. cambridge: massachusetts institute of technology
press, 2014. print. HALBERSTAM, [j. jack]. female masculinity.
durham: duke university press, 1998. print. OTTO, bernd-christian.
historicising ‘western learned magic’: preliminary remarks. aries
journal for the study of western esotericism vol. 16 (pg. 161-240), 2016.
print. PAYNE, ruby k. a framework for understanding poverty. highlands: aha! process inc, 2001. print.
my father, my confidants and comrades, the vessel that gave birth
to me, the Goddesses who raised me. print.
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THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE: PARTS 1 & 2
Mark Blickey, Amy Bassin
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AUTHOR NOTE
Our text based artwork chronicles the successful integration of a
cyber surveillance personality into testosterone fueled self-identity.
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PATTERN

Sneha Subramian Kanta
uneven
around the well

			

algae

			

here for

longer
dementia
than we were.
				
malleable

but

not

like gold

or precious.
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unsynchronized

OF FALLING BODIES
Lana Bella

The sea slowed and for an instant,
I longed to be nothing but black
ferment like ink skin of hollyhocks.
Gut flouncing, dark wrung from me
smooth glint of water glass, dove
an arc through the gooseneck air,
furtively received me in its flutters
of heralded wrens. Anemic, bearing
sunset on clavicles of iron and silk,
I cast moving down a tide, bristling
the upturned skirts of wind borne
up from where the supine axis grew.
This was a thing that tilled watery
curves of my body, caught in marsh
grass dwelt, collecting light leaving
my narrows, impaled me like a fly.
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BURN

Elizabeth Reames
Saying that I am
“In a flare”
Is strange.
I am not a fire today,
A force to be reckoned with,
Bright frightening beautiful
I am what remains
After the bonfire gets put out
Out for the night
And the morning
And the afternoon
And the evening
And forever
Though sometimes I hallucinate
A remnant of warmth
Within these ashes,
But as soon as I reach out
To grab it before it runs away
It turns to ice under grasping fingers.
Saying “I’m in a flare”
Shouldn’t mean emailing your teachers
Saying your body won’t let you learn
Won’t let you burn
You don’t have permission
To go out and play today
Sorry, friends, my body says you can’t
See me,
I need to carry out penance for existence,
Sorry for the inconvenience.
“I’m on fire” is what it should mean.
Body and soul finally agreeing on something
A bush burning, burning, never dying
Never drying out, never ending,
Always there and there and there
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And there and there and there
And there and there and there and
My body is in a flare
I am coiled tightly into a shell
With gunpowder
That has been exposed to water
Extinguishing the fire
Before it even begins
I am expecting that I will burn
I will be light for those
Trapped in soul-consuming darkness
Fearing the bears
I will be light to those
Who want to know how it feels
To hold fire in their hands
I want to be fire in their hands
I am waiting waiting waiting
Never realizing
That I have been packed
In a dud
That will be tossed away
In favor of those that light.
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POWER

Stephen Mead
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AUTHOR NOTE
“Power” is rooted in the struggle for identity under Reparative
Therapy, based on one of the oldest forms of “cures/treatments”
which was shock therapy, a scientifically-useless practice now
realized as being akin to a form of torture. This montage is part
of a series begun at the end of 2015, “From Nostalgia, Through
Now & Beyond,” an homage to the international LGBT Civil Rights
Movement.
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EVERGREEN DELTA
David Mohan

Where the river goes—this place always and again. We keep coming back to this sweep where the land loses itself, falters into
marsh, wades out into ocean. We walk on either shore, headland to
headland, facing each other like lighthouses.
This is where it begins, ends, begins, over and over. If we try to find
each other in this point in time, under this cloud scatter, on foamcaked scurf of strand, we will struggle to possess the words we
tasted back then, the shapes we wrestled down out of the wind like
kites, making them flesh in the dunes.
The delta from this vantage is its own continent—separate, adjoining, intangibly part of land and sea. I remember walking with you,
picking our way through that seascape. We navigated river mud,
estuary flats. A bird sent a hollow note from the long grass—it
sounded like a bottle being unplugged underwater.
“Think tropical,” you said, “we could be anywhere in this place of
drift and wend. There might be snakes, twisting lianas, impossible
whirlpools. The ground is unstable, the path shifts as we walk it.”
Up this hill we went following the coastal swerve to the fishing
village. Remember? We stopped here on our way inland. For this
reason alone it will always be a mark on our map.
We stood on the edge of the sea road, the flanks of cliffs on either
side. It felt like the end of someone’s version of a world.
Now, when we look the delta seems like a terminus. It is the river’s
last great station, the place where the sea floods in, taking away the
land’s shape and limit, sharpness and resolve, becoming a crowd
filled with ocean, a gigantic echo.
This exchange is never finished—before it is done everyone who has
walked this path will have become strangers.
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SEE THE USA IN YOUR CHEVROLET…
Kathleen Hellen

"Banzai" was the gauntlet’s taunt I had endured to catch the school
bus. Their language of the hands, the tastes of olive, provolone,
and salami. The garlic of a faith that had sustained them. They
called it “Old Country,” meaning mass on Sunday. The jewelry of
rosaries. The Evil Eye. The Seven Fishes.
I began with what I saw. To belong was Italian. And American.
They made their presence in the States the necessary freight of
every mill, every railroad. I sang the songs as if they were my own.
“O sole mio. Sta ‘nfronte a te!” Which in my ear’s translation expressed the longing for another sun. Another country. All the talk
of kamikaze, as if I were to blame. Though Mussolini had attacked
the British in Sudan, in Kenya, the British Somaliland colonies,
it was not the same. This hyphenated tribe, this privilege: The
dark tribe slurred as “whop,” “dago,” still claimed their right. Italian-American.
Their houses were the first I entered other than my own. Like entering a strange new world of doilies and ceramic angels, pictures
on walls and on the tv set beside the framed and tinted picture of
the Jesus at Gethsemane. His eyes would follow you suspiciously
around the room. A cut-glass sugar bowl and salt-and-pepper shakers decorated the kitchen tables, where I learned to twirl spaghetti
on a spoon. I learned to eat the “calamari” while they argued over
football, baseball games—they teased, saying I was like my father
when he was a kid—a “real fast walker,” which I took to be a compliment until I learned years later, when my dad was in his cups, they
used to beat him up and steal his money.
I learned from them the whispered words that were unspeakable.
"Puttana." "Scopare."
I longed for this belonging. My house, empty in comparison, silent
for the most part, had no pictures on the walls, no knick—knacks
on the shelves. The furniture, more afterthought than designated
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for a room with purpose. On Sundays, on a bare couch in front
of a black-and-white Motorola, where my mother would study the
phrases, pick up a few new words in English, I watched The Ed
Sullivan Show. I liked the little Italian mouse Topo Gigio. I liked
the singers—Perry Como, Tony Bennett. With that jacket slung
over his shoulder, Sinatra always seemed so comfortable, so sure he
belonged.
And Dinah Shore, though not Italian (at least as far as I could tell),
an outsider, seemed a part of it all anyway. When she blew a kiss,
as if she meant it, as if she really liked you, I thought that I might
never leave this town my mother hated—where she never made a
friend in all the years she lived here. I thought I might fit in, be
adopted into the clan, not shunned as the slant-eyed rat who’d
bombed Pearl Harbor. I would be accepted, at last, welcomed at the
pool hall and the taxi stand, at Vinnie’s Diner where the men cut
creases in their pants as sharp as knives.
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AUTHOR NOTE
Being “Other” creates a longing to be the same as what we see.
Simultaneously, it can heighten awareness. The outsider often notices
more because it is “strange.” She sees what others might take for
granted. The effect, as in this short piece, is the nuance in the details.
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COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT
Noah Santer

And when I listen to him sing
It’s almost like
I can sing too.
The rain comes downward, not upward, but I am climbing.
Dirtied images form and deform in puddles in mud
Bootprints in sequence run backward, but I go forward.
See me now? Tattered, damp cigarette chewed up and
smoked to relieve an itch-- I brought my coat.
See me climbing in the rain, I want you to see me;
A sequence pressed like factory cookies in order
One, one, one, one, one, one
On the factory line I am made but
you wouldn’t know from watching it
Assembled in a line, the cast bows in turn
Third from the end, I smile and want a smoke.
Symphony is dying says the paper this morning
No sympathy for symphony, I cast it aside with agency
On the radio,
“Afrocentric living is a big shrug”
I’ll take a walk even if it rains, I’ll take my coat in case
Neuronormal living is a big shrug, too.
No one ever had half the fun they could’ve, you know.
Slip away? See me now in the rain, you wouldn’t understand.
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INCANTATION

Kristiane Weeks-Rogers
Cardinal feather & sage bundle smoking in the sill, ritual to find
any answer:
I feel the same, not changing as fast as Midwestern skies: white, bleak,
then gray haze & they wonder why so many teens are choosing
to medicate & blink out instead of droning through the crossroads
of Nowhere - Dirt Road, but is it really so difficult to empathize? &
how many more are done with waking to aching sunshine, feeling
half of who you are or can be, unable to wash out demands from
our throats, shape incantation into action..?
I see them, trying to find the soft grip of moon waning, wanting to
spool threads of stars around it, their bluing fingers, their
disarticulated bones without air to spiral through lungs, expel.
From the fire, can’t make clay; from heartstrings, we find only
witnesses with the rough touch of something faint that won’t stay
in the catastrophe of the past. & they say if someone leaves it’s best to
know why, & I know why you both left, so what am I supposed to do with
all the left-over drugs? How am I supposed to leave Death since witnessing
her bare & raw, enchanting charm?
Aimless. Down to shores of Ana Island like some wishful fools off
to find the Fountain of Youth (11 Magnolia Ave.), feel flood tides
crash against crumbling seawalls again and again, crash and crash
again. Not getting any better at resistance…
A weekday outside the Magic Beach Motel: stars keep shooting off
behind Eric’s head; pink yellow white, pink yellow tings with tequila chain-smoke while he tells us about future plans-		
another sunset down the gutter, how every Floridian’s
		
night begins, antique muffled voices all born unlucky
		
with skin (rub salt over the shoulders, repeat
daily...)
		
I imagine littering my feathers behind, the world taking
									a long
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drag
			
sigh heaving, ocean crash somewhere nearby
A long drag, crash and crash again as I bring shears, tear into
memories of chipping seafoam faces: all the days thinking of those
bluing eyes, thinking of those waves cross-country, thinking of giving you guys up or joining you, no longer caring about direction or
light. In dreamscapes, translucent hands try breaking every expectation the sun will rise again tomorrow, O, so tired of circling the
same track of cosmos, every day…
another Thursday, after the psychic reader on Bernard Street
performs her fifth reading flipping Ace of Pentacles
then she walks into the Atlantic, pod of sea weed washing up
in her place
		
more memorials. Mouths stay close but closed off
		
like stretched badlands along arid shores,
					
eyes doing more swimming,
					
learning to see with salt clumped to
eyelashes.
— Should I have gone long ago?
Cardinal feather and sage bundle smoking in the sill.
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AUTHOR NOTE
Identity is about gauging oneself against the cultural, biological,
and stereotypical boxes society puts us in, or the boxes we put
ourselves in. It’s about, as Michelle Naka Pierce says in Continuous
Frieze Bordering Red, “bordering the borders.” It’s also, as Naka
Pierce notes, about saying “FUCK THE HYPHEN!”
Fuck the Mexican-American tag. Fuck justifying these set parameters.
Fuck not creating one’s OWN self-identified identity in a space that
implies hybridity is a negativity!
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GOOGLE MAP DIRECTIONS FROM BOCA
ARENAL, COSTA RICA, TO ARENAL
VOLCANO, COSTA RICA
Tara Lynn Masih

1 h 4 min (51.4 km) 		
via Route 4 and Route 142
59 min without traffic
[In our hotel room, my husband looks at the laptop, decides to
double the time, given our experience this first week in Costa Rica
with washed out dirt roads, detours, impassable bridges, no road
signs, outdated GPS. I agree. We put our suitcases into the rusty
rental that rides low, buy bottled water at a local bodega, and head
for the stratovolcano.]
Boca Arenal
Costa Rica
Follow Route 35, Route 4 and Route 142 to La Fortuna - El Castillo
55 min (47.9 km)
[We follow the GPS down Route 35. My neck becomes stiff looking
to the side, out the passenger window. I can’t get enough of looking into the homes, yards, lives of the Costa Rican villagers. The
clothing on lines, the animals and fowl in the yards, the cattle, the
farms.
As humans, we love to partition territory, claim our own spot of
land. This need is not so different from other animal species. Both
mammals and reptiles carve out personal and social territory and
claim it in many different ways: by howling, spitting, fighting, by
leaving scent and scat to form a natural fencing.
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I’ve been fascinated for years by fencing methods, and am now
drawn to the sustainable agrarian approach the Costa Rican farmers
take for fencing off cattle, crops, and personal property. Instead
of the treated wood or metal fence posts we use in North America,
they use trees. Yes, live trees.]
Turn right on Route 4
[Our GPS does not know we have made it to Route 4. I don’t know
where it thinks we are. We reach the first large intersection after
many hair pin turns. My husband complains of a headache. We
have now traveled 46 minutes. A sign points to San José, which is
on the way to the volcano, so we take a chance and go right, following the arrow, even though the GPS shouts, “Recalculating.”
I look up living fences in our guide book. It says there is no actual
record of how many centuries this has been implemented, but experts have a few written references that show this practice extends
back at least several centuries.
Why am I so taken by these fences? First off, they are much more
appealing to the eye aesthetically. Much nicer to pass by a fence
in these fertile northern lowlands that is alive, holds wildlife, and
offers foliage, nuts, and fruit to the farmer and his animals, than to
pass by an endless row of steel, rusty aluminum, mildewed vinyl, or
dead, repetitive wood.]
Continue to Follow Route 142
[We jump when the GPS announces we are on Route 142. Somewhere, we crossed an invisible line from 4 to 142. We have now
been traveling for 94 minutes. The GPS time of arrival keeps
changing, delaying. There are stop signs where we don’t expect
them. Goats crossing the road, very slowly crossing the road. The
sun beats down. We are out of water and look to the village of La
Fortuna.
I don’t know this information at this moment, driving along 142,
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but I will soon discover, from a guide at the volcano destination,
that the farmers use “legume” trees, of which scientists say there
are at least 50–90 species. But the name of the most popular tree
used? It goes by both the Gumbo Limbo and the Indio Desnudo
(the Naked Indian). I read these aloud to my husband, at home,
in our New England cape home. The names alone are intriguing,
coming from the reddish peeling bark, or skin, as it sheds annually
to get rid of pests and fungi.
As we approach La Fortuna, rebuilt in the valley at a safe distance
from a possible new eruption (the last great eruption was in 1968),
we start to see a large blue mountain rise up on the horizon, then
realize it is Arenal, the once-active volcano. The road continues its
twists and turns, and the image appears and disappears, but grows
more imposing when we face it head on again. A faint plume of
bluish smoke and ash from its dry mouth drifts to the right.]
Recalculating
[I always feel guilty when we force the GPS to recalculate, like it is
a real person we are confusing and making do extra work. But we
need lunch, so have pulled off 142 to follow a small handwritten
sign. We have now been traveling 120 minutes. We find a truck with
a smoker and fryer that serves fried plantains and chicken. It took a
few days before I could get my husband to trust eating from a road
side stand. To him, in the food business, these spots are hazardous
to tourists’ stomachs. To me, they are what make travel exciting
and memorable. After he tastes the chicken, crispy outside, moist
inside, he agrees. I feel like I’ve won something.
With a full belly, we continue on. More living fences continue to
line the roads, and I see them as works of art. Each farmer has his
or her own method of fencing. Some prune them down heavily to
about four feet high, so that just some small branches and leaves
show. This is to keep them from swaying in the wind and breaking.
Yet other farmers let the trees grow high, to provide shade, a wind
break, green compost, and foliage for the cattle (it’s been discovered
that by eating the leaves, the butterfat content in cows’ milk
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increases about 10 percent). The roots provide erosion control and
not only funnel nitrogen into the crop land, but keep nutrients
from running off. And we all know trees reduce carbon dioxide.
Finally, some farmers take both approaches, so the fencing is made
up of a line of many short stumps but then the occasional full-size
tree interrupts the flow. They are not picky about uniformity.
Back in New England, I read that the tree also provides a nut that
migrating birds from North America feed off of, so the many fences crisscrossing the peninsula provide abundant shelter and food.]
Continue on La Fortuna - El Castillo to your destination
10 min (3.5 km)
[We are back on track and the GPS is happy to be taking us the final
leg to the volcano, which we will hike. Before my attention moves
from the practical fencing to the majestic rise of rock, ash, and lava up
ahead, I take a last look around at the fences.
All the legumes are connected by barbed wire to keep animals in
or intruders out. These legumes are also special because they form
“calluses” quickly over the new barbs, which assist in keeping out
rot. The branches pruned from the trees can be planted in the rich
volcanic soil of the area to take root and become new posts in just
about a month, so the fencing grows sturdier and tighter over time,
rather than weaker. Birds perching in the trees and along the wires
pass seeds back into the ground to propagate more fencing in the
desired area. And some of the trees consist of fruit and nut varieties, which supplement the farmer’s family diet.
What more could we ask for from a manmade boundary? Rocks,
posts, metal, chain link, vinyl give nothing back, and, instead,
pollute. The Gumbo Limbo also happens to be native to the Southeast United States. It would be worth some research to see if we
could start replacing our soulless dead fences with more sustainable, aesthetic ones. (Imagine having fences that clean the air, that
feed, that shelter . . . )]
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You Have Arrived
Arenal Volcano
[We step out of the dusty car, thanking it for getting us once again
to our next destination. 130 minutes later.
I envision a day, driving through the Midwest, following Google
Maps more precisely, when those flat horizons will be replaced with
greenery large enough to shade our iconic, desolate dirt roads, so
that skies will fill with birds flitting about against the dying light
of an evening sun, highlighting their wings. They might land on
branches with fruit hanging heavy over the pastures, and rest a
moment before continuing their journey south. No doubt someone
will tell me this can’t happen, but I like to think it might.
We all deserve a little help along our journeys. And all journeys are
passages, threaded together by bits of progress, even if they take us
back to where we started.]
These directions are for planning purposes only. You may find
that construction projects, traffic, weather, or other events may
cause conditions to differ from the map results, and you should
plan your route accordingly. You must obey all signs or notices
regarding your route.
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AUTHOR NOTE
I come from a bicultural background, my father a professor of psychology.
I heard many lectures over the years. The one that resonated most—
being from two worlds, two heritages, two cultures, I had a duty
to look at gray areas, to think outside the boxes that often close in
artists.
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NAKED TRUTH
Joyanna M
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AUTHOR NOTE
The painting Naked Truth was intended to convey the vulnerability
of being an artist. When you put your work out for the world to
judge, when you say It’s finished, you put your soul in the spotlight.
As a nonbinary person, I feel the same vulnerability just going out
in public, with people unable to put me in a well-defined category and fearful of the disruption that I represent to their normal
worlds. The model for the painting is my lovely partner Lily Bell.
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Script for WHAT’S WITH ALL THE BITING
Julian Mithra

Is this a good time to talk?

[...]

About what?
Um.
What’s with all the biting?
Like I get getting really into it
cuz you’re “into me” and everything
and losing track of what’s going on a little bit
and that’s cool buuuuuuuuuuuuuuut
How am I s’posed to go to class with this bruise?
Does this have to do with your sculptural practices?
Taking lots of little pieces away and keeping what’s left?
A complicated relationship with masculinity. Okay.
Do you want to do a workshop?
Yeah, I wanna be intense with you.
Intensity has value.
Tell me I’m crazy for getting sketched out
by a ball-gag and hood.
This business about the bed not having the right posts
and actually pulling it away from the wall to look
and saying it wouldn’t be that hard to fix.
Getting a store involved sounds serious.
Carla does do that kind of stuff I gather—in reverse.
Says her boyfriend looks cute tied up.
I did say I would try anything once
But I didn’t really mean it
Not like REAL VIOLENCE
I don’t get it
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[...]

[...]
[...]
[...]

[...]
[...]

am I more cute
with no eyeballs
on you the whole time
looking at your body
looking at your face
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AUTHOR NOTE
Julian Mithra mongrels the border between genre and gender.
They’re curious about inhabiting conflicted characters, so they
framed this monologue as voicing a woman’s judgments from a
sex-negative perspective, while silencing the male conversation
partner, disallowing him to contradict the speaker. This tactic allowed them to confront internalized misogyny and kinkphobia.
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BUTCH BODY GOES HOME
Nic Campeotto

1.
and is still hairy, in jeans.
butch body tries to sing the low parts.
butch body remembers shirtless summers
remembers the way the sun feels on their chest
the drybrush of cracked split ends chlorine green against their
bared lower back,
legs the color of dry creekbeds
in late september summers
fine hairs growing in white as garden tigers’ in the wet grass.
now, back home, butch body is still girl
still where they hid reading poems about making the body
boy, making the body new,
behind the wood pile, growing lichen after the rain.
2.
butch body comes home
answers to a different name
moves no different		
touches the same
butch body comes home
			
remembers the street where they bared
			
their stomach to incoming traffic
duct tape over their mouth				
				

and wished they were a wall

butch body comes home with a map of places that need healing
				
the dark field where they knew themself
				
first as wrong body—
cold—

who can remember what the body looked like then, hidden,
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soft
fishbody
left gutted

3.
butch body steps into the creek, imagines dying there in the slow
current and thinks of what kind of fish their body might become.
their ears might be waterdogs, each ossicle sprouting into a ferned
gill. their hands might become water-striders, a hundred eyes
emerging from each knuckle as their fingers, dragonflies, dipped
to feel the cool water on their underbellies, each fingernail thinning into translucent wings. their lips would extend into earthworms, each tooth a gleaming minnow. their calves would become
two fat catfish. each shinbone would one day be a smoothworn
stone no bigger than their toes, which would become crayfish and
scuttle away. their hair would slide free of their skull and might
one day, if lucky, become part of a moth’s tongue. their skull, no
longer weighted down, would be repurposed as a turtle’s shell.
their liver, of course, would be the turtle. their shoulder blades
would fuse with their sternum as a hinge for the mussel their stomach would be; their spine would become the skeleton of a snake—
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EVERYONE WANTS TO WRITE ABOUT THEIR FATHER
Laura Bandy

This father sits with his twin daughters in a steakhouse. They are
going to eat dinner like civilized people. There is a candle, low
music, a waiter hovering nearby. Now this is what I call atmosphere the
father remarks heartily, and the sisters smile and nod in chromosomal unison. This gesture lingers in the silence that stretches as
they hopelessly wait for their meat.
Ann is the good twin. She will make conversation. You can tell lots
about a person by how they take their meat she says as filets are placed
at the table. It’s the well-done crowd who never take a chance. The raw
ones, now, they know how to live! Alice tears a bloody bite and chews
noisily as the father stares down at his steak. I usually take mine rare
he murmurs, and the sisters glance at each other, then down,
stifling smiles.
The waiter brings a round of drinks, then another. Perhaps this is a
meal like any other. There is talk of classes and boyfriends, and the
sisters sit close together, answering as one. The father has loosened
his tie. He leans back, watching the game on the television above
the bar. Ann smiles, excuses herself, doesn’t notice her father
sliding into her seat. In the washroom, she applies lipstick, licks
bared teeth, returns to find Alice studying her drink. The empty
chair, cab fare, her sister gestures for another. He knows , she says,
he knows.
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AUTHOR NOTE
I am an identical twin, an existence that has always seemed hybrid
to me—simultaneously magical and monstrous. To be a genetic
replication feels reassuring, overwhelming, other. I find it makes
me emotionally lazy—whatever I am not, my twin fills in. My sister,
Sarah, and I are close in a way that is hard to describe. We live at
the intersection of *she and I*. In the womb, she covered me so
completely that the doctor could only detect one heartbeat. Sarah
confessed to me recently that, for the longest time, she thought
of me as literal extension of self, her second body, and would get
angry when I acted in ways contrary to her desires. I, in turn, never
thought she was just more of me, but I have always been keenly aware
that I could not exist without her.
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SPLICE

Leslie Salas
I study the color theory of our skin:
catalog constellations on your arms
under the florescence of our bedroom, our
fingers intertwined, your freckled skin
more pink than mine, blue-blooded
beneath, the same as your father’s and
great great great great grandfather’s;
of course, you wear the star-shaped
badge over your heart.
You tell me of your blanched
tribe, how your great, great, great
grand uncles walked to Tennessee
to fight on either side of the line,
just to be told, go home, the war
is over. If the black sheep were white,
that would be me. When I open
my mouth, a white girl crawls out,
despite my DNA sprawling
three hemispheres, all rolled
into a shell that can’t roll
her R’s properly. Even my cousins
note the lightness of my skin,
how it screams something other than
boriqueña, niña de la isla. We reconcile
we’ll walk the aisle, two halves now whole,
you whitewashed, and I, carrying
a kaleidoscope of color in my genes,
albino to ginger to fully-bronzed malt liquor,
wondering at the magic of meiosis
and fecundation, watching for
hyperpigmentation, planning
age-appropriate dinner-table
conversations regarding your
profession, my heritage, and their skin.
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AUTHOR NOTE
This poem, written to my now-husband, contemplates the fallout
our potential offspring might feel with respect to his identity as
a white Southerner in law enforcement and my identify as a pale
Puerto Rican who passes as white, in the context of strained race
relations in the US.
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(UN)DEFINITIONS
Jasmine An

A·sian-A·mer·i·can
noun
1. a citizen of the U.S. of Asian birth or descent
2. Pōpō grew up in Indonesia. She moved to Michigan
		
and worked for Liberty Mutual
3. Grandma made pizza based off photos she saw on TV
adjective
1. of, or pertaining to, Asian-Americans or their culture
2. Pōpō stood for hours on Kalamazoo street corners
		
dressed as the Statue of Liberty
3. Grandma’s first pizzas were made with American
		
cheese and ketchup
Queer
adjective
1. strange or odd; unusually different; singular
2. the girl I fingered to Pink Floyd
3. the elephant we painted on her ceiling with a
		
cocktail of acrylic and nail polish
4. the waffles I bought her the next morning
verb (used with object)
1. to jeopardize
2. to be a friend and preface your request for dating
		
advice with: “You’ve got everything going for
		
you. You’ve got short hair. You’re feminine but
		not too feminine. You’re slim. You seem fun.
		
And you’re Asian!”
3. to put (a person) in a hopeless or disadvantageous situa		
		tion
(4. I don’t want to date. I just want to fuck a white man.)
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Mon·key King
noun
1. any mammal of the order Primates, except for
		
humans and the anthropoid apes
2. any God to which my grandparents prayed, hoping he 		
		
would make their children and their children’s 			
		
children Chinese again
3. Sun Wukong, the stone monkey, one of the
		
main characters of the Chinese epic Journey to the 		
		West
4. me
Third Gen·er·a·tion
adjective
1. being a member of the third generation of a family
		
to be born in the U.S.
2. being a member of the second generation of a family
		
to be born in the U.S.
3. being a member of a family that orders Domino’s
		
pizza online every week
4. being a member of a family that can afford to
		
order Domino’s pizza online every week
5. being a member of a family
6. being confused
Qui·et
noun
1. the fear I feel at the thought of Chinatown
2. freedom from noise; peace
3. the moment after someone asks me for something I
		cannot give
adjective
1. making no noise or sound, especially disturbing sounds
2. letting others die on our watch
3. being Asian but feeling white
4. feeling white but being Asian
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verb

1. to be racist
2. to be woman and Asian in America
3. to silence
		
to stop the mouth from moving
		
to turn the eyes to floor
		
to stop the hands from meeting
		
to still the body
		
to still want to apologize for not being enough
			of anything,
			
but not knowing how to begin
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AUTHOR NOTE
In mimicking the structure of a dictionary entry, I wanted to show
the layered, sometimes contradictory, definitions of identity. Attaching multiple narratives to each word shows the complexity of
identity: there is no singular definition of Asian American or queer
identity, just as many words have multiple meanings.
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A COLLECTION OF THORNS
D. Allen
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AUTHOR NOTE
My queer, genderqueer, disabled identity shows up in my work
when I mix language with visual/sonic elements, experiment with
lyric essay forms, and blend genres. Allowing “thorns”—which was
previously published in another form—to re-emerge into the public sphere as a new beast is also a queer act.
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MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS: ANXIETY
Emily Corwin

my harm avoidance, the harm is impending,
my reluctance to go out to elsewhere. phobic
objects become obsessional to me: unwanted
thought, urge, image of a corpse, a ventricle,
a snapped capillary in the eye-white no longer
immaculate. worries about the prospect of ill
health for myself or befalling significant others
to me. I cannot wholly blame the television
when it evokes panic—it does not know any
better, it does not consider the danger of a
dying face, what it disturbs under my hull,
how I cower over the possible.
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APOLOGY
Ava C. Cipri

After dark, last night I went walking
through your difficult wood, I was looking
for a way out
of a life-time’s constellations.
I recall, I kissed you, bride
lost, & went; a body, blind with sleep.
It’s so pure in the cemetery, in the never,
still arriving, I find you in the heart
of the Queen Anne’s lace & knot of blood;
the dead mosquito, flattened against the door.
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AUTHOR NOTE
“Apology” ironically enabled me to be unapologetic in my longings
and loves. This cento sourced from Adrienne Rich’s titles and lines
empowered a brazen voice in the unearthing of those memories.
As a disabled non-binary bisexual I’m drawn to the experimental,
resisting categorization.
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HOW DOES IT TASTE?
Nina Sudhakar
SWEET
Summer is mango season and my parents feel the loss of these
months acutely. I watch them in the local Indian store, handpicking each fruit with the obsessive, nitpicky attention of connoisseurs. At home, they split the mangos open to inevitable
disappointment, though they still fight over every last morsel.
Transplanted produce never tastes the same, they say; there is something
about Indian soil that makes the mangos sweeter. I don’t believe them
until I am finally in Hyderabad in May, when the weather is so hot
all you can do is sit inside under a ceiling fan and sweat over a pile
of mangos. I drink squeeze mangos like juice boxes until my teeth
ache, splay out prized Alphonso mangos until I can no longer bear
all the flesh. When I reach the center of a mango, I make sure to
hold the hard, fibrous tenka in my hands and think about how it
has the same size and heft as a human heart.
VAGURU
Some things can’t be translated. I still don’t know what this word
means, but I know it when I taste it.
BITTER
No one will touch kakarkai except for my grandmother, my father,
and me. The vegetable does nothing to endear itself to people: it
is warty, slender in a reptilian way, and so bitter it bites you back in
the mouth. It’s said bitter gourd is good for digestion, but I think
many would choose gastrointestinal distress over eating it. We
prefer it in a simple stir-fry, the round slices cut to look like small,
interlocking mechanical gears. The dish is passed to us automatically — liking it becomes an identifying feature of your personality.
My grandmother, my father, and I trade smiles before we begin
eating. We know how to stomach what’s good for us.
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BETTER WHEN YOU EAT WITH YOUR HANDS
Your tongue abhors the taste of metal; you cannot caress every
grain with a spoon.
SALTY
My favorite bedtime story: once, a king asked his daughters how
much they loved him. The eldest daughters all said, we love you as
much as sugar, but the youngest said: I love you as much as salt. The
king exiled his youngest for her insolence, her unsweetness. Years
later, she returned in disguise and secured a job as a palace cook.
She prepared a week of meals cooked only with sugar, and the king
was beside himself. When he summoned the cook for an audience,
he discovered his youngest daughter. Now you see, she said, salt is
essential, it is necessary, you cannot live without it. And the king finally
understood that she loved him the most.
SPICY
I confess that a few times I ate chilis on purpose to get a sugar cube
placed on my tongue.
NOT LIKE AMMAMMA MAKES IT
My mother knows a woman who knows a woman who makes the
best chapatis in Connecticut; my uncle is conducting home science
experiments to achieve superior yogurt cultures. There are
whispers about a place in a distant strip mall that makes dosas of
just the right texture. In the end, everyone settles for what they
can get.
LIKE COLONIALISM
Every afternoon at the same time — without fail — my mother
drinks a cup of tea with a few biscuits.
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LIKE SOMETHING THAT WILL BE LOST
There is a dish my grandmother makes from the blossom of a
banana tree. It requires pulling apart every thin pistil within the
flower by hand, like splitting a bunch of matchsticks. No one in the
generations beneath her has learned how to do this; we’ve always
told her we’ll never have the time to make the dish. Really, though,
it’s a matter of patience, of simply finding the will.
LIKE SOMETHING FOUND
My mother is appalled that my partner and I mix lime pickle in
hummus and substitute quinoa for basmati rice, that we once
served tandoori turkey for a dinner party. But I know she respects
improvisation, even more so when it is not born from a lack of
choice. We compose endless variations on the same theme, listening to mustard seeds sputtering in hot oil and thinking, ah yes, the
refrain.
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AUTHOR NOTE
For a long time I viewed my Indian-American identity as an either/or proposition; it was only in writing that I began to understand myself as the connecting hyphen in between. “How Does it
Taste?” — with its focus on food and memory — is another effort to
bridge this gap.
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PART OF AN HOUR IS ERASURE
A. C. Warner

clouds pass through / a skyscraper / and your voice / becomes
/ Peanut-adult / I always check out / in the second act / of
Shakespeare / return in the fifth / wondering if / a squid is /
a clocktower / or a kettle / a lighthouse / now / words divorce
their sentences / the white space / ma / tiny universes / more in
public / bathrooms / than / on the tip on my tongue / a void / a
photo / out of focus / I wander off / in pursuit / of texture
dry brush stroke
anthropologist fills in the blanks
with new old bones
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FROM LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN
from “of the land and under”

David and Nic Campeotto

down home—
		

it’s all story here

				
the mountain

gnomes chipped and tucked back into

				
				
light

lurid colors in the dark
rose red appears only under black

					
snow white ain’t been seen round
these parts in years. 						
you were better off with the sister. that girl’d got a good
								head on. even if
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she never was so much to look at as’er 						
		
sister, bless’er heart. she’s the one they
named them 						falls after
ye’know.
		
						so go downtown about nine
o'clock this evening
							walk under that
red light
						
i heard snow white run off
with a black bear last summer. 							
just climbed right up on his back after church n disappeared 			
							
over that mountain
yonder. momma says to me how can 							
that be true, but i seen her do it. i seen her clear
as quartz
							i did. 				
you can see seven states from the top of the mountain
		
				
where once a man of the chickasaw
loved a woman of the 						
		cherokee
				
and for their love they were cast
from the summit 		
				
and their tears formed the waterfall
we call lovers’ leap
according to legend
see tennessee, kentucky, virginia, north carolina, south
carolina, georgia, alabama
see rock city, rock city, rock city
every barn roof for miles			
comes the whole
southeast
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			bad moon arisin
						
mercury’s in gemini
ain’t it?
			
					
that snow white now she was the
troublesome one. purtiest 						
girl i ever seen but i tellya musta been that ’92
blizzard 						
done it. girl born
durin a storm like that ain’t gotta chance 						
		
to be nothin but troublesome. runnin off n leavin her
momma n sister
like that.
if on your travels you should come across a cave, it may be of
different kinds
		wet 		dry		
						nick				
							once a name for
the devil
									
went
down to georgia
			
then river city		
chatt nooga
chattown gig city
		
muskogee: from the word for rock 		
and a suffix
meaning dwelling-place
		
or cherokee: to draw fish out of the water		
chickamauga					

nickajack

			
don’t tell anyone your true name or they
will have power over you		
						 he was lookin for a soul to
steal
					

rose red found her a sinkhole one
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day walkin home from 						
chattanooga n she thought it had to be the lord
himself 						comin for to
swallow her up so in she went n nobody seen 				
				
her since. oh sure they went lookin but by
the time the boys 							found that
cave there weren’t no sign of rose red but they 				
				
found the falls		
comin right out
from the wall like a 									
				spigit. n they 						
called’em ruby.
			
nothin stops we’re singin not talkin y’know
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YELP COMES OUT

Juliet Cook and j/j hastain
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